
{p3} Habit Transfers  
Final critique Wednesday, October 16 + Thursday October 17

Problem:
Using what your habits as a conceptual jumping off point and foundational 
inspiration for this project, your challenge is to create two high quality works of art 
using two different approaches to material and surface texture. One piece will focus 
on implied texture, by utilizing layers of xerox transfer techniques and the other piece 
will focus more on actual texture {utilizing actual stuff/surfaces/objects}. Using an 
understanding color psychology, you will choose a limited color palette of only ONE 
hue, in full range of value {shades + tints} for both pieces that best represents your 
concept. You have the opportunity to explore/invent a structure for your pieces and 
consider how it will interact with the wall. Broad, exhaustive and thoughtful research 
on exactly what your habits are will significantly benefit your process and end result. 
	
Image Transfer = Image Manipulation of Surface 
{implied texture...think LAYERS--transparent vs. opaque}
Habits are complicated, your surface should reflect that.
+ Harvest surfaces that relate in an interesting way to your concept. ANYTHING is 
up for grabs that is ORIGINAL to you-something you created AND relates to your 
concept {drawings, text, fabric, lace, photograph, image from a magazine, copy of 
something, hair, consider all things with texture}
+ There are MANY approaches to transferring images {xerox transfer, digital transfer,  
blender pen transfers, photo transfer with clear packaging tape} Keep in mind that 
the goal is NOT an exact copy of the source image or texture, but instead an 
impression that you can build layers upon, rework, paint on top of, sand into, 
draw on, collage and or build on.
+ Use technical guidelines {attached} youtube is also very helpful here.
+ At the end of the day you are making art. Consider both form and concept
+ Avoid beating us over the head with your idea visually, instead consider ways in 

which you can thoughtfully hint at your concept, allowing the viewer an opportunity 
to discover something and actually spend time with the work. Avoid recognized 
iconography {hearts, religious symbols, etc.}

 
Artifacts {actual texture} objects that relate to your habit 
+ Choose artifacts that inform your idea and relate to what you are trying to visually 

communicate. 
+  Investigate evidence of your habits thru objects. THINK beyond the obvious 

solution. 
+  You will need to consider methods of attachment, layering, visual metaphor and 

innovative ways you can visually communicate. 
+ Consider how ALL of your artistic choices can help viewers understand your idea.

Timeline + Mini Checkpoints: harvesting DONE+ professor approval 
on idea/materials: ___________                Process Critique:_____________

ValeriePowell@shsu.edu	 	 RonHollingshead@shsu.edu

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History} 

Surface
actual texture
absence of color
appropriation
chroma
color mixing
color perception
color psychology
color scheme
color relationship
composition
conceptual
cradle frame
focal point
formal choices
gesso
gray scale
habit
harmony
implied texture
informed artistic choices
intentional
layered color
monochromatic
opaque color
optical mixing
pointillism
psychology of color
scale variety
shade
source image
space
tint
transfer techniques
transparent color
value
veiled color 
The Power of Habit 
by Charles Duhigg 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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